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Robot Builder's Cookbook: Build and Design Your Own RobotsNewnes, 2007

	Owen Bishop introduces, through hands-on project work, the mechanics, electronics and programming involved in practical robot design-and-build. The use of the PIC microcontroller throughout provides a painless introduction to programming whilst harnessing the power of a highly popular microcontroller used by students and design engineers...
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Virtual Immersive and 3D Learning Spaces: Emerging Technologies and TrendsIGI Global, 2010

	Immersive learning has grown in popularity with the development of open-source immersive 3D learning spaces.  Those in e-learning have been working to find ways to capitalize on immersive learning through simulations, digital kiosks, live virtual events, live interactivity, instructor-facilitated learning, AI-driven robots, and...
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Who Needs Emotions?: The Brain Meets the Robot (Series in Affective Science)Oxford University Press, 2005

	The idea that some day robots may have emotions has captured the imagination of many and has been dramatized by robots and androids in such famous movies as 2001 Space Odyssey's HAL or Star Trek's Data. By contrast, the editors of this book have assembled a panel of experts in neuroscience and artificial intelligence who have dared to...
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Raspberry Pi for Python Programmers Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	About This Book

	
		Install your first operating system, share files over the network, and run programs remotely
	
		Construct robots and interface with your own circuits and purpose built add-ons, as well as adapt off-the-shelf household devices using this pragmatic guide
	
		Packed with clear,...
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From Bricks to Brains: The Embodied Cognitive Science of LEGO Robots (Au Press)UBC Press, 2010

	From Bricks to Brains introduces embodied cognitive science and illustrates its foundational ideas through the construction and observation of LEGO Mindstorms robots.


	Discussing the characteristics that distinguish embodied cognitive science from classical cognitive science, the book places a renewed emphasis on sensing and acting,...
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An Introduction to AI Robotics (Intelligent Robotics and Autonomous Agents)MIT Press, 2000
This text covers all the material needed to understand the principles behind the AI approach to robotics and to program an artificially intelligent robot for applications involving sensing, navigation, planning, and uncertainty. Robin Murphy is extremely effective at combining theoretical and practical rigor with a light narrative touch. In the...
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Build Your Own Combat RobotMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Experience the excitement of building your own champion battling bot!
Build a powerful and invincible robot--for full-blown competition or just for fun--using this authoritative robot resource. This team of experts gives you an inside look at the innovative new world of robotic combat, explaining the origins of the sport as well as all the...
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Modeling, Simulation and Optimization of Bipedal Walking (Cognitive Systems Monographs)Springer, 2013

	The model-based investigation of motions of anthropomorphic systems is an important interdisciplinary research topic involving specialists from many fields such as Robotics, Biomechanics, Physiology, Orthopedics, Psychology, Neurosciences, Sports, Computer Graphics and Applied Mathematics. This book presents a study of basic locomotion forms...
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Python Robotics Projects: Build smart and collaborative robots using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Python to build DIY robotic projects

	
		Key Features

		
			Design, build, and stimulate collaborative robots
	
			Build high-end robotics projects such as a customized personal Jarvis
	
			Leverage the power of Python and ROS for DIY robotic...
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Visual Perception for Humanoid Robots: Environmental Recognition and Localization, from Sensor Signals to Reliable 6D Poses (Cognitive Systems Monographs (38))Springer, 2018

	This book provides an overview of model-based environmental visual perception for humanoid robots. The visual perception of a humanoid robot creates a bidirectional bridge connecting sensor signals with internal representations of environmental objects. The objective of such perception systems is to answer two fundamental...
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Advances in Autonomous Mini Robots: Proceedings of the 6-th AMiRE SymposiumSpringer, 2012

	Autonomous robots must carry out useful tasks all by themselves relying entirely on their own perceptions of their environment. The cognitive abilities required for autonomous action are largely independent of robot size, which makes mini robots attractive as artefacts for research, education and entertainment. Autonomous mini robots must be...
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Drones as Cyber-Physical Systems: Concepts and Applications for the Fourth Industrial RevolutionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book introduces the concept of using drones as a teaching tool to explore the fundamental principles, technology and applications of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS).

	
		A short introduction sets CPS in the context of the 4th industrial revolution, and describes various CPS technologies including self-driving...
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